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By DANNY PARISI

Global color cosmetics sales are up 6 percent from 2017, reaching a total of $48.3 billion in 2018.

This data comes from a report by Mintel, which identified four areas of growth for the cosmetics industry at large.
While the United States and the United Kingdom remain top markets, China and Japan have also shot up into the top
spots.

"The success of influencers has shown that people buy the personality, and not simply the products," said Charlotte
Libby, global color cosmetics analyst at Mintel, London. "It has become more important for brands to have a
personality, to showcase their founders and tell their story to be relatable for consumers.

"Social media gives brands a way to give customers behind-the-scenes access to their culture."

Global beauty growth
The global cosmetics industry has been on a healthy growth trend through the last few years.

According Mintel's report, that growth has now translated into more than $48 billion in revenue across the world.

The major markets are the U.S., Japan, China, the U.K. and South Korea, which together will drive the most revenue.
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Global beauty sales are up to $48 billion. Image credit: Mugler

Part of the reason for the growth comes from the Internet and influencers. For example, 41 percent of Chinese
cosmetics users say they are influenced by bloggers, influencers and celebrities.

Similarly, 66 percent of U.K. beauty consumers aged 18 to 24 say they frequently look to influencers to learn new
makeup techniques.

Another notable trend is that users increasingly want brands to be transparent and ethical.

Thirty-four percent of Brazilian beauty users prefer brands that support social causes, but users are also wary of false
charity. Thirty-nine percent of US beauty consumers believe that brands donate to charity solely to make themselves
look better.

Sustainability concerns
The question of sustainability and ethics has put the cosmetics industry in a tight spot on some ethical questions.

While Western consumers tend to reject beauty products tested on animals, China still requires such trials, putting
luxury beauty brands in an awkward position.

A report from Perfect 365 found that a significant portion of Western consumers condemn the testing of beauty
products on animals and will reject brands that do so. As China increasingly becomes a major center of luxury
consumption, on its way to being the largest market for beauty products in the world, brands have a tough choice
ahead of them (see story).

Some fragrance makers have put sustainability at the forefront of their growth strategies. French fashion house
Mugler is looking to become a sustainable pioneer in the fragrance space by using responsibly developed alcohol
in its perfumes.

China is becoming a massive market for luxury beauty products. Image credit: Este Lauder

Nearly all facets of the luxury industry are pushing environmentally friendly agendas as consumer consciousness
gravitates toward an interest in ethical and sustainable business practice and products. Parfums Mugler, produced
by the Clarins Group, is striving to become the fragrance sector's first brand to take steps to manufacturing a more
responsible product (see story).

"As consumer demand for makeup with skincare benefits increases, there is more opportunity for brands to develop
hybridization between categories," Ms. Libby said. "As part of growing concerns around pollution, face makeup can
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act as another layer of protection.

"Hence, it is  important that color cosmetics incorporate skincare benefits such as hydration and UV protection," she
said. "Probiotics also have a chance to grow; a prominent trend in skincare, connecting good bacteria to healthy
skin, they are increasingly being used in color cosmetics, too."
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